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aesthetic end; the Jews to the will  of Jehovah; the  Christian
Churches to their creeds.
My own life has been governed by successive and not altogether
consistent imperatives. When I was a farm lad my conscience told
me that only wicked men did not believe every word in the Bible had
come direct from the awful mouth of God; that it was wrong to
work or play on the sabbath day; that it was my duty to be satisfied
with the position in life to which I had been called; that I should
accept as truth the teaching of the vicar of the parish; and that I
should humble myself before my economic and social superiors.
This type of conscience was superseded by other types, each of
which imposed upon me special and differing obligations, while
the "conscience which now orders me about, in addition to its
appearing to be more peremptory and inconsiderate than any of
the subjective tyrants that preceded it, is so different from them
that were they to meet they would not know each other.
Looking back upon the many opportunities for service that I
have missed, I am aware that had I enjoyed an ampler reserve of
physical and nervous vitality, a sounder digestion, and a better
capacity for sleep, I might have done many things that I had to
leave undone. Political life in particular makes exacting demands
upon a man's vital resources, and I doubt whether in any other
public activity impaired strength places a man at a greater
disadvantage.
I think, also, that had I been politically or socially ambitious, and
had I planned to achieve particular results, I might have had more
of what men call success. But, although I have been engaged
throughout the whole of my adult life in advocating and organizing
unpopular causes, I can with sincerity assert that I never gave ten
minutes' thought to the business of organizing my own career.
I never asked for a favour, and I never sought either the notice of
the Press, or the approval of the powerful. For better or for worse,
I have taken myself as I am, and have done my job as well as I
could, following the truth as I have seen it, and facing without
hesitation or complaint whatever penalties loyalty to my con-
victions have brought.
I am not conceited enough to assume that much of what I have
believed and taught could not be assailed from the standpoint of
truth; but I do believe that in any reasonable contest the main
convictions of my life would not be overthrown. Socialism, as I
have understood and advocated it, may never be realized; but I

